
Last week we did the following:
(1) checking when tweens end,
(2) waiting for player input,
(3) learned how tweens animate
Sprites, and how to scale pixels… 

This week we are going to process keyboard input and 
process mouse input(s)…

From our coding example we saw the class playGame:
class playGame extends Phaser.Scene{
    constructor(){
        super("PlayGame");
    }
    create(){
        this.canMove = false;
        this.boardArray = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            this.boardArray[i] = [];
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                var tilePosition = this.getTilePosition(i, j);
                this.add.image(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "emptytile");
                var tile = this.add.sprite(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "tiles", 0);
                tile.visible = false;
                this.boardArray[i][j] = {
                    tileValue: 0,
                    tileSprite: tile
                }
            }
        }
        this.addTile();
        this.addTile();
        
        //  waiting for player input 
        this.input.keyboard.on("keydown", this.handleKey, this); // listen when user 
press a key
        this.input.on("pointerup",this.handleSwipe, this); // listen when mouse 
pointer or finger is released.
        
    }
    addTile(){
        var emptyTiles = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                if(this.boardArray[i][j].tileValue == 0){
                    emptyTiles.push({
                        row: i,
                        col: j
                    })
                }
            }
        }
        if(emptyTiles.length > 0){
            var chosenTile = Phaser.Utils.Array.GetRandom(emptyTiles);
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileValue = 1;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.visible = true;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.setFrame(9);  //2
            //  Tween(action)
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.alpha = 0;
            //  Tween(Action)
            this.tweens.add({
                targets: [this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite],
                alpha: 1,
                duration: gameOptions.tweenSpeed,
                // Tween(Action)
                 callbackScope: this,
                 onComplete: function() {
                 console.log("tween completed just now");
                 this.canMove = true;
                 }
            
            });
        }
    }
    getTilePosition(row, col){
        var posX = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (col + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (col + 
0.5);
        var posY = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (row + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (row 
+ 0.5);
        return new Phaser.Geom.Point(posX, posY);
    }
    handleKey(e){
        var keyPressed = e.code
        console.log("You pressed key #" + keyPressed);
    }
    handleSwipe(e){
        var swipeTime = e.upTime - e.downTime;
        var swipe = new Phaser.Geom.Point(e.upX - e.downX, e.upY - e.downY);
        console.log("Movement time:" + swipeTime + " ms");
        console.log("Horizontal distance: " + swipe.x + " pixels");
        console.log("Vertical distance: " + swipe.y + " pixels");
    }
}

Processing keyboard input 
To process keyboard input, we first need to decide which keys can be 
used by the player to move tiles. 
We'll move tiles both with ARROW and WASD keys, which are 
combinations working on most keyboards. 
Do you notice it? The layout of both key combinations is similar. I 
usually play with WASD keys. 

We can assume each input move to be a vector, this way:The 
pointer moves generating a vector with a direction – the 
angle – and a magnitude – the length. 
All vectors also have a horizontal and a vertical component, 
which can be calculated multiplying the magnitude 
respectively by the cosine and the sine of the direction. 

We are placing these values in gameOptions object with the precise 
purpose of being changed from you according to your own idea 
of swipe movement. 
As for the direction, we said we only want to consider horizontal 
or vertical movements, excluding diagonal swipes. 
We need a bit of tolerance because we can't force players to 
swipe with absolute precision as if they were surgeons, so we are 
going to detect direction this way: 

You are probably thinking there's something wrong with it, as 
we are dealing with a point and talking about magnitude which 
refers to vectors. 
We can say sometimes Point objects can be used to represent 
vectors, if you don't consider their x and y values as horizontal 
and vertical coordinates but as horizontal and vertical 
components of a vector. 
Phaser itself as you can see has plenty of Point methods which 
actually refer to 
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Last week we did the following:
(1) checking when tweens end,
(2) waiting for player input,
(3) learned how tweens animate
Sprites, and how to scale pixels… 

This week we are going to process keyboard input and 
process mouse input(s)…

From our coding example we saw the class playGame:
class playGame extends Phaser.Scene{
    constructor(){
        super("PlayGame");
    }
    create(){
        this.canMove = false;
        this.boardArray = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            this.boardArray[i] = [];
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                var tilePosition = this.getTilePosition(i, j);
                this.add.image(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "emptytile");
                var tile = this.add.sprite(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "tiles", 0);
                tile.visible = false;
                this.boardArray[i][j] = {
                    tileValue: 0,
                    tileSprite: tile
                }
            }
        }
        this.addTile();
        this.addTile();
        
        //  waiting for player input 
        this.input.keyboard.on("keydown", this.handleKey, this); // listen when user 
press a key
        this.input.on("pointerup",this.handleSwipe, this); // listen when mouse 
pointer or finger is released.
        
    }
    addTile(){
        var emptyTiles = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                if(this.boardArray[i][j].tileValue == 0){
                    emptyTiles.push({
                        row: i,
                        col: j
                    })
                }
            }
        }
        if(emptyTiles.length > 0){
            var chosenTile = Phaser.Utils.Array.GetRandom(emptyTiles);
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileValue = 1;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.visible = true;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.setFrame(9);  //2
            //  Tween(action)
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.alpha = 0;
            //  Tween(Action)
            this.tweens.add({
                targets: [this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite],
                alpha: 1,
                duration: gameOptions.tweenSpeed,
                // Tween(Action)
                 callbackScope: this,
                 onComplete: function() {
                 console.log("tween completed just now");
                 this.canMove = true;
                 }
            
            });
        }
    }
    getTilePosition(row, col){
        var posX = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (col + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (col + 
0.5);
        var posY = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (row + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (row 
+ 0.5);
        return new Phaser.Geom.Point(posX, posY);
    }
    handleKey(e){
        var keyPressed = e.code
        console.log("You pressed key #" + keyPressed);
    }
    handleSwipe(e){
        var swipeTime = e.upTime - e.downTime;
        var swipe = new Phaser.Geom.Point(e.upX - e.downX, e.upY - e.downY);
        console.log("Movement time:" + swipeTime + " ms");
        console.log("Horizontal distance: " + swipe.x + " pixels");
        console.log("Vertical distance: " + swipe.y + " pixels");
    }
}

Processing keyboard input 
To process keyboard input, we first need to decide which keys can be 
used by the player to move tiles. 
We'll move tiles both with ARROW and WASD keys, which are 
combinations working on most keyboards. 
Do you notice it? The layout of both key combinations is similar. I 
usually play with WASD keys. 

We can assume each input move to be a vector, this way:The 
pointer moves generating a vector with a direction – the 
angle – and a magnitude – the length. 
All vectors also have a horizontal and a vertical component, 
which can be calculated multiplying the magnitude 
respectively by the cosine and the sine of the direction. 

We are placing these values in gameOptions object with the precise 
purpose of being changed from you according to your own idea 
of swipe movement. 
As for the direction, we said we only want to consider horizontal 
or vertical movements, excluding diagonal swipes. 
We need a bit of tolerance because we can't force players to 
swipe with absolute precision as if they were surgeons, so we are 
going to detect direction this way: 

You are probably thinking there's something wrong with it, as 
we are dealing with a point and talking about magnitude which 
refers to vectors. 
We can say sometimes Point objects can be used to represent 
vectors, if you don't consider their x and y values as horizontal 
and vertical coordinates but as horizontal and vertical 
components of a vector. 
Phaser itself as you can see has plenty of Point methods which 
actually refer to 
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Last week we did the following:
(1) checking when tweens end,
(2) waiting for player input,
(3) learned how tweens animate
Sprites, and how to scale pixels… 

This week we are going to process keyboard input and 
process mouse input(s)…

From our coding example we saw the class playGame:
class playGame extends Phaser.Scene{
    constructor(){
        super("PlayGame");
    }
    create(){
        this.canMove = false;
        this.boardArray = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            this.boardArray[i] = [];
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                var tilePosition = this.getTilePosition(i, j);
                this.add.image(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "emptytile");
                var tile = this.add.sprite(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "tiles", 0);
                tile.visible = false;
                this.boardArray[i][j] = {
                    tileValue: 0,
                    tileSprite: tile
                }
            }
        }
        this.addTile();
        this.addTile();
        
        //  waiting for player input 
        this.input.keyboard.on("keydown", this.handleKey, this); // listen when user 
press a key
        this.input.on("pointerup",this.handleSwipe, this); // listen when mouse 
pointer or finger is released.
        
    }
    addTile(){
        var emptyTiles = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                if(this.boardArray[i][j].tileValue == 0){
                    emptyTiles.push({
                        row: i,
                        col: j
                    })
                }
            }
        }
        if(emptyTiles.length > 0){
            var chosenTile = Phaser.Utils.Array.GetRandom(emptyTiles);
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileValue = 1;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.visible = true;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.setFrame(9);  //2
            //  Tween(action)
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.alpha = 0;
            //  Tween(Action)
            this.tweens.add({
                targets: [this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite],
                alpha: 1,
                duration: gameOptions.tweenSpeed,
                // Tween(Action)
                 callbackScope: this,
                 onComplete: function() {
                 console.log("tween completed just now");
                 this.canMove = true;
                 }
            
            });
        }
    }
    getTilePosition(row, col){
        var posX = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (col + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (col + 
0.5);
        var posY = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (row + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (row 
+ 0.5);
        return new Phaser.Geom.Point(posX, posY);
    }
    handleKey(e){
        var keyPressed = e.code
        console.log("You pressed key #" + keyPressed);
    }
    handleSwipe(e){
        var swipeTime = e.upTime - e.downTime;
        var swipe = new Phaser.Geom.Point(e.upX - e.downX, e.upY - e.downY);
        console.log("Movement time:" + swipeTime + " ms");
        console.log("Horizontal distance: " + swipe.x + " pixels");
        console.log("Vertical distance: " + swipe.y + " pixels");
    }
}

Processing keyboard input 
To process keyboard input, we first need to decide which keys can be 
used by the player to move tiles. 
We'll move tiles both with ARROW and WASD keys, which are 
combinations working on most keyboards. 
Do you notice it? The layout of both key combinations is similar. I 
usually play with WASD keys. 

We can assume each input move to be a vector, this way:The 
pointer moves generating a vector with a direction – the 
angle – and a magnitude – the length. 
All vectors also have a horizontal and a vertical component, 
which can be calculated multiplying the magnitude 
respectively by the cosine and the sine of the direction. 

We are placing these values in gameOptions object with the precise 
purpose of being changed from you according to your own idea 
of swipe movement. 
As for the direction, we said we only want to consider horizontal 
or vertical movements, excluding diagonal swipes. 
We need a bit of tolerance because we can't force players to 
swipe with absolute precision as if they were surgeons, so we are 
going to detect direction this way: 

You are probably thinking there's something wrong with it, as 
we are dealing with a point and talking about magnitude which 
refers to vectors. 
We can say sometimes Point objects can be used to represent 
vectors, if you don't consider their x and y values as horizontal 
and vertical coordinates but as horizontal and vertical 
components of a vector. 
Phaser itself as you can see has plenty of Point methods which 
actually refer to 
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Last week we did the following:
(1) checking when tweens end,
(2) waiting for player input,
(3) learned how tweens animate
Sprites, and how to scale pixels… 

This week we are going to process keyboard input and 
process mouse input(s)…

From our coding example we saw the class playGame:
class playGame extends Phaser.Scene{
    constructor(){
        super("PlayGame");
    }
    create(){
        this.canMove = false;
        this.boardArray = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            this.boardArray[i] = [];
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                var tilePosition = this.getTilePosition(i, j);
                this.add.image(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "emptytile");
                var tile = this.add.sprite(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "tiles", 0);
                tile.visible = false;
                this.boardArray[i][j] = {
                    tileValue: 0,
                    tileSprite: tile
                }
            }
        }
        this.addTile();
        this.addTile();
        
        //  waiting for player input 
        this.input.keyboard.on("keydown", this.handleKey, this); // listen when user 
press a key
        this.input.on("pointerup",this.handleSwipe, this); // listen when mouse 
pointer or finger is released.
        
    }
    addTile(){
        var emptyTiles = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                if(this.boardArray[i][j].tileValue == 0){
                    emptyTiles.push({
                        row: i,
                        col: j
                    })
                }
            }
        }
        if(emptyTiles.length > 0){
            var chosenTile = Phaser.Utils.Array.GetRandom(emptyTiles);
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileValue = 1;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.visible = true;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.setFrame(9);  //2
            //  Tween(action)
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.alpha = 0;
            //  Tween(Action)
            this.tweens.add({
                targets: [this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite],
                alpha: 1,
                duration: gameOptions.tweenSpeed,
                // Tween(Action)
                 callbackScope: this,
                 onComplete: function() {
                 console.log("tween completed just now");
                 this.canMove = true;
                 }
            
            });
        }
    }
    getTilePosition(row, col){
        var posX = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (col + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (col + 
0.5);
        var posY = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (row + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (row 
+ 0.5);
        return new Phaser.Geom.Point(posX, posY);
    }
    handleKey(e){
        var keyPressed = e.code
        console.log("You pressed key #" + keyPressed);
    }
    handleSwipe(e){
        var swipeTime = e.upTime - e.downTime;
        var swipe = new Phaser.Geom.Point(e.upX - e.downX, e.upY - e.downY);
        console.log("Movement time:" + swipeTime + " ms");
        console.log("Horizontal distance: " + swipe.x + " pixels");
        console.log("Vertical distance: " + swipe.y + " pixels");
    }
}

Processing keyboard input 
To process keyboard input, we first need to decide which keys can be 
used by the player to move tiles. 
We'll move tiles both with ARROW and WASD keys, which are 
combinations working on most keyboards. 
Do you notice it? The layout of both key combinations is similar. I 
usually play with WASD keys. 

We can assume each input move to be a vector, this way:The 
pointer moves generating a vector with a direction – the 
angle – and a magnitude – the length. 
All vectors also have a horizontal and a vertical component, 
which can be calculated multiplying the magnitude 
respectively by the cosine and the sine of the direction. 

We are placing these values in gameOptions object with the precise 
purpose of being changed from you according to your own idea 
of swipe movement. 
As for the direction, we said we only want to consider horizontal 
or vertical movements, excluding diagonal swipes. 
We need a bit of tolerance because we can't force players to 
swipe with absolute precision as if they were surgeons, so we are 
going to detect direction this way: 

You are probably thinking there's something wrong with it, as 
we are dealing with a point and talking about magnitude which 
refers to vectors. 
We can say sometimes Point objects can be used to represent 
vectors, if you don't consider their x and y values as horizontal 
and vertical coordinates but as horizontal and vertical 
components of a vector. 
Phaser itself as you can see has plenty of Point methods which 
actually refer to 
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Last week we did the following:
(1) checking when tweens end,
(2) waiting for player input,
(3) learned how tweens animate
Sprites, and how to scale pixels… 

This week we are going to process keyboard input and 
process mouse input(s)…

From our coding example we saw the class playGame:
class playGame extends Phaser.Scene{
    constructor(){
        super("PlayGame");
    }
    create(){
        this.canMove = false;
        this.boardArray = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            this.boardArray[i] = [];
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                var tilePosition = this.getTilePosition(i, j);
                this.add.image(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "emptytile");
                var tile = this.add.sprite(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "tiles", 0);
                tile.visible = false;
                this.boardArray[i][j] = {
                    tileValue: 0,
                    tileSprite: tile
                }
            }
        }
        this.addTile();
        this.addTile();
        
        //  waiting for player input 
        this.input.keyboard.on("keydown", this.handleKey, this); // listen when user 
press a key
        this.input.on("pointerup",this.handleSwipe, this); // listen when mouse 
pointer or finger is released.
        
    }
    addTile(){
        var emptyTiles = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                if(this.boardArray[i][j].tileValue == 0){
                    emptyTiles.push({
                        row: i,
                        col: j
                    })
                }
            }
        }
        if(emptyTiles.length > 0){
            var chosenTile = Phaser.Utils.Array.GetRandom(emptyTiles);
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileValue = 1;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.visible = true;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.setFrame(9);  //2
            //  Tween(action)
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.alpha = 0;
            //  Tween(Action)
            this.tweens.add({
                targets: [this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite],
                alpha: 1,
                duration: gameOptions.tweenSpeed,
                // Tween(Action)
                 callbackScope: this,
                 onComplete: function() {
                 console.log("tween completed just now");
                 this.canMove = true;
                 }
            
            });
        }
    }
    getTilePosition(row, col){
        var posX = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (col + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (col + 
0.5);
        var posY = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (row + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (row 
+ 0.5);
        return new Phaser.Geom.Point(posX, posY);
    }
    handleKey(e){
        var keyPressed = e.code
        console.log("You pressed key #" + keyPressed);
    }
    handleSwipe(e){
        var swipeTime = e.upTime - e.downTime;
        var swipe = new Phaser.Geom.Point(e.upX - e.downX, e.upY - e.downY);
        console.log("Movement time:" + swipeTime + " ms");
        console.log("Horizontal distance: " + swipe.x + " pixels");
        console.log("Vertical distance: " + swipe.y + " pixels");
    }
}

Processing keyboard input 
To process keyboard input, we first need to decide which keys can be 
used by the player to move tiles. 
We'll move tiles both with ARROW and WASD keys, which are 
combinations working on most keyboards. 
Do you notice it? The layout of both key combinations is similar. I 
usually play with WASD keys. 

We can assume each input move to be a vector, this way:The 
pointer moves generating a vector with a direction – the 
angle – and a magnitude – the length. 
All vectors also have a horizontal and a vertical component, 
which can be calculated multiplying the magnitude 
respectively by the cosine and the sine of the direction. 

We are placing these values in gameOptions object with the precise 
purpose of being changed from you according to your own idea 
of swipe movement. 
As for the direction, we said we only want to consider horizontal 
or vertical movements, excluding diagonal swipes. 
We need a bit of tolerance because we can't force players to 
swipe with absolute precision as if they were surgeons, so we are 
going to detect direction this way: 

You are probably thinking there's something wrong with it, as 
we are dealing with a point and talking about magnitude which 
refers to vectors. 
We can say sometimes Point objects can be used to represent 
vectors, if you don't consider their x and y values as horizontal 
and vertical coordinates but as horizontal and vertical 
components of a vector. 
Phaser itself as you can see has plenty of Point methods which 
actually refer to 
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Last week we did the following:
(1) checking when tweens end,
(2) waiting for player input,
(3) learned how tweens animate
Sprites, and how to scale pixels… 

This week we are going to process keyboard input and 
process mouse input(s)…

From our coding example we saw the class playGame:
class playGame extends Phaser.Scene{
    constructor(){
        super("PlayGame");
    }
    create(){
        this.canMove = false;
        this.boardArray = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            this.boardArray[i] = [];
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                var tilePosition = this.getTilePosition(i, j);
                this.add.image(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "emptytile");
                var tile = this.add.sprite(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "tiles", 0);
                tile.visible = false;
                this.boardArray[i][j] = {
                    tileValue: 0,
                    tileSprite: tile
                }
            }
        }
        this.addTile();
        this.addTile();
        
        //  waiting for player input 
        this.input.keyboard.on("keydown", this.handleKey, this); // listen when user 
press a key
        this.input.on("pointerup",this.handleSwipe, this); // listen when mouse 
pointer or finger is released.
        
    }
    addTile(){
        var emptyTiles = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                if(this.boardArray[i][j].tileValue == 0){
                    emptyTiles.push({
                        row: i,
                        col: j
                    })
                }
            }
        }
        if(emptyTiles.length > 0){
            var chosenTile = Phaser.Utils.Array.GetRandom(emptyTiles);
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileValue = 1;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.visible = true;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.setFrame(9);  //2
            //  Tween(action)
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.alpha = 0;
            //  Tween(Action)
            this.tweens.add({
                targets: [this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite],
                alpha: 1,
                duration: gameOptions.tweenSpeed,
                // Tween(Action)
                 callbackScope: this,
                 onComplete: function() {
                 console.log("tween completed just now");
                 this.canMove = true;
                 }
            
            });
        }
    }
    getTilePosition(row, col){
        var posX = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (col + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (col + 
0.5);
        var posY = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (row + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (row 
+ 0.5);
        return new Phaser.Geom.Point(posX, posY);
    }
    handleKey(e){
        var keyPressed = e.code
        console.log("You pressed key #" + keyPressed);
    }
    handleSwipe(e){
        var swipeTime = e.upTime - e.downTime;
        var swipe = new Phaser.Geom.Point(e.upX - e.downX, e.upY - e.downY);
        console.log("Movement time:" + swipeTime + " ms");
        console.log("Horizontal distance: " + swipe.x + " pixels");
        console.log("Vertical distance: " + swipe.y + " pixels");
    }
}

Processing keyboard input 
To process keyboard input, we first need to decide which keys can be 
used by the player to move tiles. 
We'll move tiles both with ARROW and WASD keys, which are 
combinations working on most keyboards. 
Do you notice it? The layout of both key combinations is similar. I 
usually play with WASD keys. 

We can assume each input move to be a vector, this way:The 
pointer moves generating a vector with a direction – the 
angle – and a magnitude – the length. 
All vectors also have a horizontal and a vertical component, 
which can be calculated multiplying the magnitude 
respectively by the cosine and the sine of the direction. 

We are placing these values in gameOptions object with the precise 
purpose of being changed from you according to your own idea 
of swipe movement. 
As for the direction, we said we only want to consider horizontal 
or vertical movements, excluding diagonal swipes. 
We need a bit of tolerance because we can't force players to 
swipe with absolute precision as if they were surgeons, so we are 
going to detect direction this way: 

You are probably thinking there's something wrong with it, as 
we are dealing with a point and talking about magnitude which 
refers to vectors. 
We can say sometimes Point objects can be used to represent 
vectors, if you don't consider their x and y values as horizontal 
and vertical coordinates but as horizontal and vertical 
components of a vector. 
Phaser itself as you can see has plenty of Point methods which 
actually refer to 
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Last week we did the following:
(1) checking when tweens end,
(2) waiting for player input,
(3) learned how tweens animate
Sprites, and how to scale pixels… 

This week we are going to process keyboard input and 
process mouse input(s)…

From our coding example we saw the class playGame:
class playGame extends Phaser.Scene{
    constructor(){
        super("PlayGame");
    }
    create(){
        this.canMove = false;
        this.boardArray = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            this.boardArray[i] = [];
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                var tilePosition = this.getTilePosition(i, j);
                this.add.image(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "emptytile");
                var tile = this.add.sprite(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "tiles", 0);
                tile.visible = false;
                this.boardArray[i][j] = {
                    tileValue: 0,
                    tileSprite: tile
                }
            }
        }
        this.addTile();
        this.addTile();
        
        //  waiting for player input 
        this.input.keyboard.on("keydown", this.handleKey, this); // listen when user 
press a key
        this.input.on("pointerup",this.handleSwipe, this); // listen when mouse 
pointer or finger is released.
        
    }
    addTile(){
        var emptyTiles = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                if(this.boardArray[i][j].tileValue == 0){
                    emptyTiles.push({
                        row: i,
                        col: j
                    })
                }
            }
        }
        if(emptyTiles.length > 0){
            var chosenTile = Phaser.Utils.Array.GetRandom(emptyTiles);
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileValue = 1;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.visible = true;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.setFrame(9);  //2
            //  Tween(action)
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.alpha = 0;
            //  Tween(Action)
            this.tweens.add({
                targets: [this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite],
                alpha: 1,
                duration: gameOptions.tweenSpeed,
                // Tween(Action)
                 callbackScope: this,
                 onComplete: function() {
                 console.log("tween completed just now");
                 this.canMove = true;
                 }
            
            });
        }
    }
    getTilePosition(row, col){
        var posX = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (col + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (col + 
0.5);
        var posY = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (row + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (row 
+ 0.5);
        return new Phaser.Geom.Point(posX, posY);
    }
    handleKey(e){
        var keyPressed = e.code
        console.log("You pressed key #" + keyPressed);
    }
    handleSwipe(e){
        var swipeTime = e.upTime - e.downTime;
        var swipe = new Phaser.Geom.Point(e.upX - e.downX, e.upY - e.downY);
        console.log("Movement time:" + swipeTime + " ms");
        console.log("Horizontal distance: " + swipe.x + " pixels");
        console.log("Vertical distance: " + swipe.y + " pixels");
    }
}

Processing keyboard input 
To process keyboard input, we first need to decide which keys can be 
used by the player to move tiles. 
We'll move tiles both with ARROW and WASD keys, which are 
combinations working on most keyboards. 
Do you notice it? The layout of both key combinations is similar. I 
usually play with WASD keys. 

We can assume each input move to be a vector, this way:The 
pointer moves generating a vector with a direction – the 
angle – and a magnitude – the length. 
All vectors also have a horizontal and a vertical component, 
which can be calculated multiplying the magnitude 
respectively by the cosine and the sine of the direction. 

We are placing these values in gameOptions object with the precise 
purpose of being changed from you according to your own idea 
of swipe movement. 
As for the direction, we said we only want to consider horizontal 
or vertical movements, excluding diagonal swipes. 
We need a bit of tolerance because we can't force players to 
swipe with absolute precision as if they were surgeons, so we are 
going to detect direction this way: 

You are probably thinking there's something wrong with it, as 
we are dealing with a point and talking about magnitude which 
refers to vectors. 
We can say sometimes Point objects can be used to represent 
vectors, if you don't consider their x and y values as horizontal 
and vertical coordinates but as horizontal and vertical 
components of a vector. 
Phaser itself as you can see has plenty of Point methods which 
actually refer to 
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Last week we did the following:
(1) checking when tweens end,
(2) waiting for player input,
(3) learned how tweens animate
Sprites, and how to scale pixels… 

This week we are going to process keyboard input and 
process mouse input(s)…

From our coding example we saw the class playGame:
class playGame extends Phaser.Scene{
    constructor(){
        super("PlayGame");
    }
    create(){
        this.canMove = false;
        this.boardArray = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            this.boardArray[i] = [];
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                var tilePosition = this.getTilePosition(i, j);
                this.add.image(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "emptytile");
                var tile = this.add.sprite(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "tiles", 0);
                tile.visible = false;
                this.boardArray[i][j] = {
                    tileValue: 0,
                    tileSprite: tile
                }
            }
        }
        this.addTile();
        this.addTile();
        
        //  waiting for player input 
        this.input.keyboard.on("keydown", this.handleKey, this); // listen when user 
press a key
        this.input.on("pointerup",this.handleSwipe, this); // listen when mouse 
pointer or finger is released.
        
    }
    addTile(){
        var emptyTiles = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                if(this.boardArray[i][j].tileValue == 0){
                    emptyTiles.push({
                        row: i,
                        col: j
                    })
                }
            }
        }
        if(emptyTiles.length > 0){
            var chosenTile = Phaser.Utils.Array.GetRandom(emptyTiles);
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileValue = 1;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.visible = true;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.setFrame(9);  //2
            //  Tween(action)
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.alpha = 0;
            //  Tween(Action)
            this.tweens.add({
                targets: [this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite],
                alpha: 1,
                duration: gameOptions.tweenSpeed,
                // Tween(Action)
                 callbackScope: this,
                 onComplete: function() {
                 console.log("tween completed just now");
                 this.canMove = true;
                 }
            
            });
        }
    }
    getTilePosition(row, col){
        var posX = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (col + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (col + 
0.5);
        var posY = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (row + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (row 
+ 0.5);
        return new Phaser.Geom.Point(posX, posY);
    }
    handleKey(e){
        var keyPressed = e.code
        console.log("You pressed key #" + keyPressed);
    }
    handleSwipe(e){
        var swipeTime = e.upTime - e.downTime;
        var swipe = new Phaser.Geom.Point(e.upX - e.downX, e.upY - e.downY);
        console.log("Movement time:" + swipeTime + " ms");
        console.log("Horizontal distance: " + swipe.x + " pixels");
        console.log("Vertical distance: " + swipe.y + " pixels");
    }
}

Processing keyboard input 
To process keyboard input, we first need to decide which keys can be 
used by the player to move tiles. 
We'll move tiles both with ARROW and WASD keys, which are 
combinations working on most keyboards. 
Do you notice it? The layout of both key combinations is similar. I 
usually play with WASD keys. 

We can assume each input move to be a vector, this way:The 
pointer moves generating a vector with a direction – the 
angle – and a magnitude – the length. 
All vectors also have a horizontal and a vertical component, 
which can be calculated multiplying the magnitude 
respectively by the cosine and the sine of the direction. 

We are placing these values in gameOptions object with the precise 
purpose of being changed from you according to your own idea 
of swipe movement. 
As for the direction, we said we only want to consider horizontal 
or vertical movements, excluding diagonal swipes. 
We need a bit of tolerance because we can't force players to 
swipe with absolute precision as if they were surgeons, so we are 
going to detect direction this way: 

You are probably thinking there's something wrong with it, as 
we are dealing with a point and talking about magnitude which 
refers to vectors. 
We can say sometimes Point objects can be used to represent 
vectors, if you don't consider their x and y values as horizontal 
and vertical coordinates but as horizontal and vertical 
components of a vector. 
Phaser itself as you can see has plenty of Point methods which 
actually refer to 
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Last week we did the following:
(1) checking when tweens end,
(2) waiting for player input,
(3) learned how tweens animate
Sprites, and how to scale pixels… 

This week we are going to process keyboard input and 
process mouse input(s)…

From our coding example we saw the class playGame:
class playGame extends Phaser.Scene{
    constructor(){
        super("PlayGame");
    }
    create(){
        this.canMove = false;
        this.boardArray = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            this.boardArray[i] = [];
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                var tilePosition = this.getTilePosition(i, j);
                this.add.image(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "emptytile");
                var tile = this.add.sprite(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "tiles", 0);
                tile.visible = false;
                this.boardArray[i][j] = {
                    tileValue: 0,
                    tileSprite: tile
                }
            }
        }
        this.addTile();
        this.addTile();
        
        //  waiting for player input 
        this.input.keyboard.on("keydown", this.handleKey, this); // listen when user 
press a key
        this.input.on("pointerup",this.handleSwipe, this); // listen when mouse 
pointer or finger is released.
        
    }
    addTile(){
        var emptyTiles = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                if(this.boardArray[i][j].tileValue == 0){
                    emptyTiles.push({
                        row: i,
                        col: j
                    })
                }
            }
        }
        if(emptyTiles.length > 0){
            var chosenTile = Phaser.Utils.Array.GetRandom(emptyTiles);
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileValue = 1;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.visible = true;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.setFrame(9);  //2
            //  Tween(action)
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.alpha = 0;
            //  Tween(Action)
            this.tweens.add({
                targets: [this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite],
                alpha: 1,
                duration: gameOptions.tweenSpeed,
                // Tween(Action)
                 callbackScope: this,
                 onComplete: function() {
                 console.log("tween completed just now");
                 this.canMove = true;
                 }
            
            });
        }
    }
    getTilePosition(row, col){
        var posX = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (col + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (col + 
0.5);
        var posY = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (row + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (row 
+ 0.5);
        return new Phaser.Geom.Point(posX, posY);
    }
    handleKey(e){
        var keyPressed = e.code
        console.log("You pressed key #" + keyPressed);
    }
    handleSwipe(e){
        var swipeTime = e.upTime - e.downTime;
        var swipe = new Phaser.Geom.Point(e.upX - e.downX, e.upY - e.downY);
        console.log("Movement time:" + swipeTime + " ms");
        console.log("Horizontal distance: " + swipe.x + " pixels");
        console.log("Vertical distance: " + swipe.y + " pixels");
    }
}

Processing keyboard input 
To process keyboard input, we first need to decide which keys can be 
used by the player to move tiles. 
We'll move tiles both with ARROW and WASD keys, which are 
combinations working on most keyboards. 
Do you notice it? The layout of both key combinations is similar. I 
usually play with WASD keys. 

We can assume each input move to be a vector, this way:The 
pointer moves generating a vector with a direction – the 
angle – and a magnitude – the length. 
All vectors also have a horizontal and a vertical component, 
which can be calculated multiplying the magnitude 
respectively by the cosine and the sine of the direction. 

We are placing these values in gameOptions object with the precise 
purpose of being changed from you according to your own idea 
of swipe movement. 
As for the direction, we said we only want to consider horizontal 
or vertical movements, excluding diagonal swipes. 
We need a bit of tolerance because we can't force players to 
swipe with absolute precision as if they were surgeons, so we are 
going to detect direction this way: 

You are probably thinking there's something wrong with it, as 
we are dealing with a point and talking about magnitude which 
refers to vectors. 
We can say sometimes Point objects can be used to represent 
vectors, if you don't consider their x and y values as horizontal 
and vertical coordinates but as horizontal and vertical 
components of a vector. 
Phaser itself as you can see has plenty of Point methods which 
actually refer to 
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Last week we did the following:
(1) checking when tweens end,
(2) waiting for player input,
(3) learned how tweens animate
Sprites, and how to scale pixels… 

This week we are going to process keyboard input and 
process mouse input(s)…

From our coding example we saw the class playGame:
class playGame extends Phaser.Scene{
    constructor(){
        super("PlayGame");
    }
    create(){
        this.canMove = false;
        this.boardArray = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            this.boardArray[i] = [];
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                var tilePosition = this.getTilePosition(i, j);
                this.add.image(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "emptytile");
                var tile = this.add.sprite(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "tiles", 0);
                tile.visible = false;
                this.boardArray[i][j] = {
                    tileValue: 0,
                    tileSprite: tile
                }
            }
        }
        this.addTile();
        this.addTile();
        
        //  waiting for player input 
        this.input.keyboard.on("keydown", this.handleKey, this); // listen when user 
press a key
        this.input.on("pointerup",this.handleSwipe, this); // listen when mouse 
pointer or finger is released.
        
    }
    addTile(){
        var emptyTiles = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                if(this.boardArray[i][j].tileValue == 0){
                    emptyTiles.push({
                        row: i,
                        col: j
                    })
                }
            }
        }
        if(emptyTiles.length > 0){
            var chosenTile = Phaser.Utils.Array.GetRandom(emptyTiles);
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileValue = 1;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.visible = true;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.setFrame(9);  //2
            //  Tween(action)
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.alpha = 0;
            //  Tween(Action)
            this.tweens.add({
                targets: [this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite],
                alpha: 1,
                duration: gameOptions.tweenSpeed,
                // Tween(Action)
                 callbackScope: this,
                 onComplete: function() {
                 console.log("tween completed just now");
                 this.canMove = true;
                 }
            
            });
        }
    }
    getTilePosition(row, col){
        var posX = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (col + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (col + 
0.5);
        var posY = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (row + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (row 
+ 0.5);
        return new Phaser.Geom.Point(posX, posY);
    }
    handleKey(e){
        var keyPressed = e.code
        console.log("You pressed key #" + keyPressed);
    }
    handleSwipe(e){
        var swipeTime = e.upTime - e.downTime;
        var swipe = new Phaser.Geom.Point(e.upX - e.downX, e.upY - e.downY);
        console.log("Movement time:" + swipeTime + " ms");
        console.log("Horizontal distance: " + swipe.x + " pixels");
        console.log("Vertical distance: " + swipe.y + " pixels");
    }
}

Processing keyboard input 
To process keyboard input, we first need to decide which keys can be 
used by the player to move tiles. 
We'll move tiles both with ARROW and WASD keys, which are 
combinations working on most keyboards. 
Do you notice it? The layout of both key combinations is similar. I 
usually play with WASD keys. 

We can assume each input move to be a vector, this way:The 
pointer moves generating a vector with a direction – the 
angle – and a magnitude – the length. 
All vectors also have a horizontal and a vertical component, 
which can be calculated multiplying the magnitude 
respectively by the cosine and the sine of the direction. 

We are placing these values in gameOptions object with the precise 
purpose of being changed from you according to your own idea 
of swipe movement. 
As for the direction, we said we only want to consider horizontal 
or vertical movements, excluding diagonal swipes. 
We need a bit of tolerance because we can't force players to 
swipe with absolute precision as if they were surgeons, so we are 
going to detect direction this way: 

You are probably thinking there's something wrong with it, as 
we are dealing with a point and talking about magnitude which 
refers to vectors. 
We can say sometimes Point objects can be used to represent 
vectors, if you don't consider their x and y values as horizontal 
and vertical coordinates but as horizontal and vertical 
components of a vector. 
Phaser itself as you can see has plenty of Point methods which 
actually refer to 
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Last week we did the following:
(1) checking when tweens end,
(2) waiting for player input,
(3) learned how tweens animate
Sprites, and how to scale pixels… 

This week we are going to process keyboard input and 
process mouse input(s)…

From our coding example we saw the class playGame:
class playGame extends Phaser.Scene{
    constructor(){
        super("PlayGame");
    }
    create(){
        this.canMove = false;
        this.boardArray = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            this.boardArray[i] = [];
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                var tilePosition = this.getTilePosition(i, j);
                this.add.image(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "emptytile");
                var tile = this.add.sprite(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "tiles", 0);
                tile.visible = false;
                this.boardArray[i][j] = {
                    tileValue: 0,
                    tileSprite: tile
                }
            }
        }
        this.addTile();
        this.addTile();
        
        //  waiting for player input 
        this.input.keyboard.on("keydown", this.handleKey, this); // listen when user 
press a key
        this.input.on("pointerup",this.handleSwipe, this); // listen when mouse 
pointer or finger is released.
        
    }
    addTile(){
        var emptyTiles = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                if(this.boardArray[i][j].tileValue == 0){
                    emptyTiles.push({
                        row: i,
                        col: j
                    })
                }
            }
        }
        if(emptyTiles.length > 0){
            var chosenTile = Phaser.Utils.Array.GetRandom(emptyTiles);
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileValue = 1;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.visible = true;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.setFrame(9);  //2
            //  Tween(action)
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.alpha = 0;
            //  Tween(Action)
            this.tweens.add({
                targets: [this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite],
                alpha: 1,
                duration: gameOptions.tweenSpeed,
                // Tween(Action)
                 callbackScope: this,
                 onComplete: function() {
                 console.log("tween completed just now");
                 this.canMove = true;
                 }
            
            });
        }
    }
    getTilePosition(row, col){
        var posX = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (col + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (col + 
0.5);
        var posY = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (row + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (row 
+ 0.5);
        return new Phaser.Geom.Point(posX, posY);
    }
    handleKey(e){
        var keyPressed = e.code
        console.log("You pressed key #" + keyPressed);
    }
    handleSwipe(e){
        var swipeTime = e.upTime - e.downTime;
        var swipe = new Phaser.Geom.Point(e.upX - e.downX, e.upY - e.downY);
        console.log("Movement time:" + swipeTime + " ms");
        console.log("Horizontal distance: " + swipe.x + " pixels");
        console.log("Vertical distance: " + swipe.y + " pixels");
    }
}

Processing keyboard input 
To process keyboard input, we first need to decide which keys can be 
used by the player to move tiles. 
We'll move tiles both with ARROW and WASD keys, which are 
combinations working on most keyboards. 
Do you notice it? The layout of both key combinations is similar. I 
usually play with WASD keys. 

We can assume each input move to be a vector, this way:The 
pointer moves generating a vector with a direction – the 
angle – and a magnitude – the length. 
All vectors also have a horizontal and a vertical component, 
which can be calculated multiplying the magnitude 
respectively by the cosine and the sine of the direction. 

We are placing these values in gameOptions object with the precise 
purpose of being changed from you according to your own idea 
of swipe movement. 
As for the direction, we said we only want to consider horizontal 
or vertical movements, excluding diagonal swipes. 
We need a bit of tolerance because we can't force players to 
swipe with absolute precision as if they were surgeons, so we are 
going to detect direction this way: 

You are probably thinking there's something wrong with it, as 
we are dealing with a point and talking about magnitude which 
refers to vectors. 
We can say sometimes Point objects can be used to represent 
vectors, if you don't consider their x and y values as horizontal 
and vertical coordinates but as horizontal and vertical 
components of a vector. 
Phaser itself as you can see has plenty of Point methods which 
actually refer to 
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Last week we did the following:
(1) checking when tweens end,
(2) waiting for player input,
(3) learned how tweens animate
Sprites, and how to scale pixels… 

This week we are going to process keyboard input and 
process mouse input(s)…

From our coding example we saw the class playGame:
class playGame extends Phaser.Scene{
    constructor(){
        super("PlayGame");
    }
    create(){
        this.canMove = false;
        this.boardArray = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            this.boardArray[i] = [];
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                var tilePosition = this.getTilePosition(i, j);
                this.add.image(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "emptytile");
                var tile = this.add.sprite(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "tiles", 0);
                tile.visible = false;
                this.boardArray[i][j] = {
                    tileValue: 0,
                    tileSprite: tile
                }
            }
        }
        this.addTile();
        this.addTile();
        
        //  waiting for player input 
        this.input.keyboard.on("keydown", this.handleKey, this); // listen when user 
press a key
        this.input.on("pointerup",this.handleSwipe, this); // listen when mouse 
pointer or finger is released.
        
    }
    addTile(){
        var emptyTiles = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                if(this.boardArray[i][j].tileValue == 0){
                    emptyTiles.push({
                        row: i,
                        col: j
                    })
                }
            }
        }
        if(emptyTiles.length > 0){
            var chosenTile = Phaser.Utils.Array.GetRandom(emptyTiles);
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileValue = 1;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.visible = true;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.setFrame(9);  //2
            //  Tween(action)
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.alpha = 0;
            //  Tween(Action)
            this.tweens.add({
                targets: [this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite],
                alpha: 1,
                duration: gameOptions.tweenSpeed,
                // Tween(Action)
                 callbackScope: this,
                 onComplete: function() {
                 console.log("tween completed just now");
                 this.canMove = true;
                 }
            
            });
        }
    }
    getTilePosition(row, col){
        var posX = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (col + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (col + 
0.5);
        var posY = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (row + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (row 
+ 0.5);
        return new Phaser.Geom.Point(posX, posY);
    }
    handleKey(e){
        var keyPressed = e.code
        console.log("You pressed key #" + keyPressed);
    }
    handleSwipe(e){
        var swipeTime = e.upTime - e.downTime;
        var swipe = new Phaser.Geom.Point(e.upX - e.downX, e.upY - e.downY);
        console.log("Movement time:" + swipeTime + " ms");
        console.log("Horizontal distance: " + swipe.x + " pixels");
        console.log("Vertical distance: " + swipe.y + " pixels");
    }
}

Processing keyboard input 
To process keyboard input, we first need to decide which keys can be 
used by the player to move tiles. 
We'll move tiles both with ARROW and WASD keys, which are 
combinations working on most keyboards. 
Do you notice it? The layout of both key combinations is similar. I 
usually play with WASD keys. 

We can assume each input move to be a vector, this way:The 
pointer moves generating a vector with a direction – the 
angle – and a magnitude – the length. 
All vectors also have a horizontal and a vertical component, 
which can be calculated multiplying the magnitude 
respectively by the cosine and the sine of the direction. 

We are placing these values in gameOptions object with the precise 
purpose of being changed from you according to your own idea 
of swipe movement. 
As for the direction, we said we only want to consider horizontal 
or vertical movements, excluding diagonal swipes. 
We need a bit of tolerance because we can't force players to 
swipe with absolute precision as if they were surgeons, so we are 
going to detect direction this way: 

You are probably thinking there's something wrong with it, as 
we are dealing with a point and talking about magnitude which 
refers to vectors. 
We can say sometimes Point objects can be used to represent 
vectors, if you don't consider their x and y values as horizontal 
and vertical coordinates but as horizontal and vertical 
components of a vector. 
Phaser itself as you can see has plenty of Point methods which 
actually refer to 
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Last week we did the following:
(1) checking when tweens end,
(2) waiting for player input,
(3) learned how tweens animate
Sprites, and how to scale pixels… 

This week we are going to process keyboard input and 
process mouse input(s)…

From our coding example we saw the class playGame:
class playGame extends Phaser.Scene{
    constructor(){
        super("PlayGame");
    }
    create(){
        this.canMove = false;
        this.boardArray = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            this.boardArray[i] = [];
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                var tilePosition = this.getTilePosition(i, j);
                this.add.image(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "emptytile");
                var tile = this.add.sprite(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "tiles", 0);
                tile.visible = false;
                this.boardArray[i][j] = {
                    tileValue: 0,
                    tileSprite: tile
                }
            }
        }
        this.addTile();
        this.addTile();
        
        //  waiting for player input 
        this.input.keyboard.on("keydown", this.handleKey, this); // listen when user 
press a key
        this.input.on("pointerup",this.handleSwipe, this); // listen when mouse 
pointer or finger is released.
        
    }
    addTile(){
        var emptyTiles = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                if(this.boardArray[i][j].tileValue == 0){
                    emptyTiles.push({
                        row: i,
                        col: j
                    })
                }
            }
        }
        if(emptyTiles.length > 0){
            var chosenTile = Phaser.Utils.Array.GetRandom(emptyTiles);
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileValue = 1;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.visible = true;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.setFrame(9);  //2
            //  Tween(action)
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.alpha = 0;
            //  Tween(Action)
            this.tweens.add({
                targets: [this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite],
                alpha: 1,
                duration: gameOptions.tweenSpeed,
                // Tween(Action)
                 callbackScope: this,
                 onComplete: function() {
                 console.log("tween completed just now");
                 this.canMove = true;
                 }
            
            });
        }
    }
    getTilePosition(row, col){
        var posX = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (col + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (col + 
0.5);
        var posY = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (row + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (row 
+ 0.5);
        return new Phaser.Geom.Point(posX, posY);
    }
    handleKey(e){
        var keyPressed = e.code
        console.log("You pressed key #" + keyPressed);
    }
    handleSwipe(e){
        var swipeTime = e.upTime - e.downTime;
        var swipe = new Phaser.Geom.Point(e.upX - e.downX, e.upY - e.downY);
        console.log("Movement time:" + swipeTime + " ms");
        console.log("Horizontal distance: " + swipe.x + " pixels");
        console.log("Vertical distance: " + swipe.y + " pixels");
    }
}

Processing keyboard input 
To process keyboard input, we first need to decide which keys can be 
used by the player to move tiles. 
We'll move tiles both with ARROW and WASD keys, which are 
combinations working on most keyboards. 
Do you notice it? The layout of both key combinations is similar. I 
usually play with WASD keys. 

We can assume each input move to be a vector, this way:The 
pointer moves generating a vector with a direction – the 
angle – and a magnitude – the length. 
All vectors also have a horizontal and a vertical component, 
which can be calculated multiplying the magnitude 
respectively by the cosine and the sine of the direction. 

We are placing these values in gameOptions object with the precise 
purpose of being changed from you according to your own idea 
of swipe movement. 
As for the direction, we said we only want to consider horizontal 
or vertical movements, excluding diagonal swipes. 
We need a bit of tolerance because we can't force players to 
swipe with absolute precision as if they were surgeons, so we are 
going to detect direction this way: 

You are probably thinking there's something wrong with it, as 
we are dealing with a point and talking about magnitude which 
refers to vectors. 
We can say sometimes Point objects can be used to represent 
vectors, if you don't consider their x and y values as horizontal 
and vertical coordinates but as horizontal and vertical 
components of a vector. 
Phaser itself as you can see has plenty of Point methods which 
actually refer to 
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Last week we did the following:
(1) checking when tweens end,
(2) waiting for player input,
(3) learned how tweens animate
Sprites, and how to scale pixels… 

This week we are going to process keyboard input and 
process mouse input(s)…

From our coding example we saw the class playGame:
class playGame extends Phaser.Scene{
    constructor(){
        super("PlayGame");
    }
    create(){
        this.canMove = false;
        this.boardArray = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            this.boardArray[i] = [];
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                var tilePosition = this.getTilePosition(i, j);
                this.add.image(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "emptytile");
                var tile = this.add.sprite(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "tiles", 0);
                tile.visible = false;
                this.boardArray[i][j] = {
                    tileValue: 0,
                    tileSprite: tile
                }
            }
        }
        this.addTile();
        this.addTile();
        
        //  waiting for player input 
        this.input.keyboard.on("keydown", this.handleKey, this); // listen when user 
press a key
        this.input.on("pointerup",this.handleSwipe, this); // listen when mouse 
pointer or finger is released.
        
    }
    addTile(){
        var emptyTiles = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                if(this.boardArray[i][j].tileValue == 0){
                    emptyTiles.push({
                        row: i,
                        col: j
                    })
                }
            }
        }
        if(emptyTiles.length > 0){
            var chosenTile = Phaser.Utils.Array.GetRandom(emptyTiles);
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileValue = 1;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.visible = true;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.setFrame(9);  //2
            //  Tween(action)
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.alpha = 0;
            //  Tween(Action)
            this.tweens.add({
                targets: [this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite],
                alpha: 1,
                duration: gameOptions.tweenSpeed,
                // Tween(Action)
                 callbackScope: this,
                 onComplete: function() {
                 console.log("tween completed just now");
                 this.canMove = true;
                 }
            
            });
        }
    }
    getTilePosition(row, col){
        var posX = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (col + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (col + 
0.5);
        var posY = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (row + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (row 
+ 0.5);
        return new Phaser.Geom.Point(posX, posY);
    }
    handleKey(e){
        var keyPressed = e.code
        console.log("You pressed key #" + keyPressed);
    }
    handleSwipe(e){
        var swipeTime = e.upTime - e.downTime;
        var swipe = new Phaser.Geom.Point(e.upX - e.downX, e.upY - e.downY);
        console.log("Movement time:" + swipeTime + " ms");
        console.log("Horizontal distance: " + swipe.x + " pixels");
        console.log("Vertical distance: " + swipe.y + " pixels");
    }
}

Processing keyboard input 
To process keyboard input, we first need to decide which keys can be 
used by the player to move tiles. 
We'll move tiles both with ARROW and WASD keys, which are 
combinations working on most keyboards. 
Do you notice it? The layout of both key combinations is similar. I 
usually play with WASD keys. 

We can assume each input move to be a vector, this way:The 
pointer moves generating a vector with a direction – the 
angle – and a magnitude – the length. 
All vectors also have a horizontal and a vertical component, 
which can be calculated multiplying the magnitude 
respectively by the cosine and the sine of the direction. 

We are placing these values in gameOptions object with the precise 
purpose of being changed from you according to your own idea 
of swipe movement. 
As for the direction, we said we only want to consider horizontal 
or vertical movements, excluding diagonal swipes. 
We need a bit of tolerance because we can't force players to 
swipe with absolute precision as if they were surgeons, so we are 
going to detect direction this way: 

You are probably thinking there's something wrong with it, as 
we are dealing with a point and talking about magnitude which 
refers to vectors. 
We can say sometimes Point objects can be used to represent 
vectors, if you don't consider their x and y values as horizontal 
and vertical coordinates but as horizontal and vertical 
components of a vector. 
Phaser itself as you can see has plenty of Point methods which 
actually refer to 
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Last week we did the following:
(1) checking when tweens end,
(2) waiting for player input,
(3) learned how tweens animate
Sprites, and how to scale pixels… 

This week we are going to process keyboard input and 
process mouse input(s)…

From our coding example we saw the class playGame:
class playGame extends Phaser.Scene{
    constructor(){
        super("PlayGame");
    }
    create(){
        this.canMove = false;
        this.boardArray = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            this.boardArray[i] = [];
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                var tilePosition = this.getTilePosition(i, j);
                this.add.image(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "emptytile");
                var tile = this.add.sprite(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "tiles", 0);
                tile.visible = false;
                this.boardArray[i][j] = {
                    tileValue: 0,
                    tileSprite: tile
                }
            }
        }
        this.addTile();
        this.addTile();
        
        //  waiting for player input 
        this.input.keyboard.on("keydown", this.handleKey, this); // listen when user 
press a key
        this.input.on("pointerup",this.handleSwipe, this); // listen when mouse 
pointer or finger is released.
        
    }
    addTile(){
        var emptyTiles = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                if(this.boardArray[i][j].tileValue == 0){
                    emptyTiles.push({
                        row: i,
                        col: j
                    })
                }
            }
        }
        if(emptyTiles.length > 0){
            var chosenTile = Phaser.Utils.Array.GetRandom(emptyTiles);
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileValue = 1;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.visible = true;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.setFrame(9);  //2
            //  Tween(action)
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.alpha = 0;
            //  Tween(Action)
            this.tweens.add({
                targets: [this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite],
                alpha: 1,
                duration: gameOptions.tweenSpeed,
                // Tween(Action)
                 callbackScope: this,
                 onComplete: function() {
                 console.log("tween completed just now");
                 this.canMove = true;
                 }
            
            });
        }
    }
    getTilePosition(row, col){
        var posX = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (col + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (col + 
0.5);
        var posY = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (row + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (row 
+ 0.5);
        return new Phaser.Geom.Point(posX, posY);
    }
    handleKey(e){
        var keyPressed = e.code
        console.log("You pressed key #" + keyPressed);
    }
    handleSwipe(e){
        var swipeTime = e.upTime - e.downTime;
        var swipe = new Phaser.Geom.Point(e.upX - e.downX, e.upY - e.downY);
        console.log("Movement time:" + swipeTime + " ms");
        console.log("Horizontal distance: " + swipe.x + " pixels");
        console.log("Vertical distance: " + swipe.y + " pixels");
    }
}

Processing keyboard input 
To process keyboard input, we first need to decide which keys can be 
used by the player to move tiles. 
We'll move tiles both with ARROW and WASD keys, which are 
combinations working on most keyboards. 
Do you notice it? The layout of both key combinations is similar. I 
usually play with WASD keys. 

We can assume each input move to be a vector, this way:The 
pointer moves generating a vector with a direction – the 
angle – and a magnitude – the length. 
All vectors also have a horizontal and a vertical component, 
which can be calculated multiplying the magnitude 
respectively by the cosine and the sine of the direction. 

We are placing these values in gameOptions object with the precise 
purpose of being changed from you according to your own idea 
of swipe movement. 
As for the direction, we said we only want to consider horizontal 
or vertical movements, excluding diagonal swipes. 
We need a bit of tolerance because we can't force players to 
swipe with absolute precision as if they were surgeons, so we are 
going to detect direction this way: 

You are probably thinking there's something wrong with it, as 
we are dealing with a point and talking about magnitude which 
refers to vectors. 
We can say sometimes Point objects can be used to represent 
vectors, if you don't consider their x and y values as horizontal 
and vertical coordinates but as horizontal and vertical 
components of a vector. 
Phaser itself as you can see has plenty of Point methods which 
actually refer to 
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Last week we did the following:
(1) checking when tweens end,
(2) waiting for player input,
(3) learned how tweens animate
Sprites, and how to scale pixels… 

This week we are going to process keyboard input and 
process mouse input(s)…

From our coding example we saw the class playGame:
class playGame extends Phaser.Scene{
    constructor(){
        super("PlayGame");
    }
    create(){
        this.canMove = false;
        this.boardArray = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            this.boardArray[i] = [];
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                var tilePosition = this.getTilePosition(i, j);
                this.add.image(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "emptytile");
                var tile = this.add.sprite(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "tiles", 0);
                tile.visible = false;
                this.boardArray[i][j] = {
                    tileValue: 0,
                    tileSprite: tile
                }
            }
        }
        this.addTile();
        this.addTile();
        
        //  waiting for player input 
        this.input.keyboard.on("keydown", this.handleKey, this); // listen when user 
press a key
        this.input.on("pointerup",this.handleSwipe, this); // listen when mouse 
pointer or finger is released.
        
    }
    addTile(){
        var emptyTiles = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                if(this.boardArray[i][j].tileValue == 0){
                    emptyTiles.push({
                        row: i,
                        col: j
                    })
                }
            }
        }
        if(emptyTiles.length > 0){
            var chosenTile = Phaser.Utils.Array.GetRandom(emptyTiles);
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileValue = 1;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.visible = true;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.setFrame(9);  //2
            //  Tween(action)
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.alpha = 0;
            //  Tween(Action)
            this.tweens.add({
                targets: [this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite],
                alpha: 1,
                duration: gameOptions.tweenSpeed,
                // Tween(Action)
                 callbackScope: this,
                 onComplete: function() {
                 console.log("tween completed just now");
                 this.canMove = true;
                 }
            
            });
        }
    }
    getTilePosition(row, col){
        var posX = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (col + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (col + 
0.5);
        var posY = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (row + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (row 
+ 0.5);
        return new Phaser.Geom.Point(posX, posY);
    }
    handleKey(e){
        var keyPressed = e.code
        console.log("You pressed key #" + keyPressed);
    }
    handleSwipe(e){
        var swipeTime = e.upTime - e.downTime;
        var swipe = new Phaser.Geom.Point(e.upX - e.downX, e.upY - e.downY);
        console.log("Movement time:" + swipeTime + " ms");
        console.log("Horizontal distance: " + swipe.x + " pixels");
        console.log("Vertical distance: " + swipe.y + " pixels");
    }
}

Processing keyboard input 
To process keyboard input, we first need to decide which keys can be 
used by the player to move tiles. 
We'll move tiles both with ARROW and WASD keys, which are 
combinations working on most keyboards. 
Do you notice it? The layout of both key combinations is similar. I 
usually play with WASD keys. 

We can assume each input move to be a vector, this way:The 
pointer moves generating a vector with a direction – the 
angle – and a magnitude – the length. 
All vectors also have a horizontal and a vertical component, 
which can be calculated multiplying the magnitude 
respectively by the cosine and the sine of the direction. 

We are placing these values in gameOptions object with the precise 
purpose of being changed from you according to your own idea 
of swipe movement. 
As for the direction, we said we only want to consider horizontal 
or vertical movements, excluding diagonal swipes. 
We need a bit of tolerance because we can't force players to 
swipe with absolute precision as if they were surgeons, so we are 
going to detect direction this way: 

You are probably thinking there's something wrong with it, as 
we are dealing with a point and talking about magnitude which 
refers to vectors. 
We can say sometimes Point objects can be used to represent 
vectors, if you don't consider their x and y values as horizontal 
and vertical coordinates but as horizontal and vertical 
components of a vector. 
Phaser itself as you can see has plenty of Point methods which 
actually refer to 
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Last week we did the following:
(1) checking when tweens end,
(2) waiting for player input,
(3) learned how tweens animate
Sprites, and how to scale pixels… 

This week we are going to process keyboard input and 
process mouse input(s)…

From our coding example we saw the class playGame:
class playGame extends Phaser.Scene{
    constructor(){
        super("PlayGame");
    }
    create(){
        this.canMove = false;
        this.boardArray = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            this.boardArray[i] = [];
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                var tilePosition = this.getTilePosition(i, j);
                this.add.image(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "emptytile");
                var tile = this.add.sprite(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "tiles", 0);
                tile.visible = false;
                this.boardArray[i][j] = {
                    tileValue: 0,
                    tileSprite: tile
                }
            }
        }
        this.addTile();
        this.addTile();
        
        //  waiting for player input 
        this.input.keyboard.on("keydown", this.handleKey, this); // listen when user 
press a key
        this.input.on("pointerup",this.handleSwipe, this); // listen when mouse 
pointer or finger is released.
        
    }
    addTile(){
        var emptyTiles = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                if(this.boardArray[i][j].tileValue == 0){
                    emptyTiles.push({
                        row: i,
                        col: j
                    })
                }
            }
        }
        if(emptyTiles.length > 0){
            var chosenTile = Phaser.Utils.Array.GetRandom(emptyTiles);
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileValue = 1;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.visible = true;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.setFrame(9);  //2
            //  Tween(action)
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.alpha = 0;
            //  Tween(Action)
            this.tweens.add({
                targets: [this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite],
                alpha: 1,
                duration: gameOptions.tweenSpeed,
                // Tween(Action)
                 callbackScope: this,
                 onComplete: function() {
                 console.log("tween completed just now");
                 this.canMove = true;
                 }
            
            });
        }
    }
    getTilePosition(row, col){
        var posX = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (col + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (col + 
0.5);
        var posY = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (row + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (row 
+ 0.5);
        return new Phaser.Geom.Point(posX, posY);
    }
    handleKey(e){
        var keyPressed = e.code
        console.log("You pressed key #" + keyPressed);
    }
    handleSwipe(e){
        var swipeTime = e.upTime - e.downTime;
        var swipe = new Phaser.Geom.Point(e.upX - e.downX, e.upY - e.downY);
        console.log("Movement time:" + swipeTime + " ms");
        console.log("Horizontal distance: " + swipe.x + " pixels");
        console.log("Vertical distance: " + swipe.y + " pixels");
    }
}

Processing keyboard input 
To process keyboard input, we first need to decide which keys can be 
used by the player to move tiles. 
We'll move tiles both with ARROW and WASD keys, which are 
combinations working on most keyboards. 
Do you notice it? The layout of both key combinations is similar. I 
usually play with WASD keys. 

We can assume each input move to be a vector, this way:The 
pointer moves generating a vector with a direction – the 
angle – and a magnitude – the length. 
All vectors also have a horizontal and a vertical component, 
which can be calculated multiplying the magnitude 
respectively by the cosine and the sine of the direction. 

We are placing these values in gameOptions object with the precise 
purpose of being changed from you according to your own idea 
of swipe movement. 
As for the direction, we said we only want to consider horizontal 
or vertical movements, excluding diagonal swipes. 
We need a bit of tolerance because we can't force players to 
swipe with absolute precision as if they were surgeons, so we are 
going to detect direction this way: 

You are probably thinking there's something wrong with it, as 
we are dealing with a point and talking about magnitude which 
refers to vectors. 
We can say sometimes Point objects can be used to represent 
vectors, if you don't consider their x and y values as horizontal 
and vertical coordinates but as horizontal and vertical 
components of a vector. 
Phaser itself as you can see has plenty of Point methods which 
actually refer to 
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Last week we did the following:
(1) checking when tweens end,
(2) waiting for player input,
(3) learned how tweens animate
Sprites, and how to scale pixels… 

This week we are going to process keyboard input and 
process mouse input(s)…

From our coding example we saw the class playGame:
class playGame extends Phaser.Scene{
    constructor(){
        super("PlayGame");
    }
    create(){
        this.canMove = false;
        this.boardArray = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            this.boardArray[i] = [];
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                var tilePosition = this.getTilePosition(i, j);
                this.add.image(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "emptytile");
                var tile = this.add.sprite(tilePosition.x, tilePosition.y, "tiles", 0);
                tile.visible = false;
                this.boardArray[i][j] = {
                    tileValue: 0,
                    tileSprite: tile
                }
            }
        }
        this.addTile();
        this.addTile();
        
        //  waiting for player input 
        this.input.keyboard.on("keydown", this.handleKey, this); // listen when user 
press a key
        this.input.on("pointerup",this.handleSwipe, this); // listen when mouse 
pointer or finger is released.
        
    }
    addTile(){
        var emptyTiles = [];
        for(var i = 0; i < gameOptions.boardSize.rows; i++){
            for(var j = 0; j < gameOptions.boardSize.cols; j++){
                if(this.boardArray[i][j].tileValue == 0){
                    emptyTiles.push({
                        row: i,
                        col: j
                    })
                }
            }
        }
        if(emptyTiles.length > 0){
            var chosenTile = Phaser.Utils.Array.GetRandom(emptyTiles);
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileValue = 1;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.visible = true;
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.setFrame(9);  //2
            //  Tween(action)
            this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite.alpha = 0;
            //  Tween(Action)
            this.tweens.add({
                targets: [this.boardArray[chosenTile.row][chosenTile.col].tileSprite],
                alpha: 1,
                duration: gameOptions.tweenSpeed,
                // Tween(Action)
                 callbackScope: this,
                 onComplete: function() {
                 console.log("tween completed just now");
                 this.canMove = true;
                 }
            
            });
        }
    }
    getTilePosition(row, col){
        var posX = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (col + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (col + 
0.5);
        var posY = gameOptions.tileSpacing * (row + 1) + gameOptions.tileSize * (row 
+ 0.5);
        return new Phaser.Geom.Point(posX, posY);
    }
    handleKey(e){
        var keyPressed = e.code
        console.log("You pressed key #" + keyPressed);
    }
    handleSwipe(e){
        var swipeTime = e.upTime - e.downTime;
        var swipe = new Phaser.Geom.Point(e.upX - e.downX, e.upY - e.downY);
        console.log("Movement time:" + swipeTime + " ms");
        console.log("Horizontal distance: " + swipe.x + " pixels");
        console.log("Vertical distance: " + swipe.y + " pixels");
    }
}

Processing keyboard input 
To process keyboard input, we first need to decide which keys can be 
used by the player to move tiles. 
We'll move tiles both with ARROW and WASD keys, which are 
combinations working on most keyboards. 
Do you notice it? The layout of both key combinations is similar. I 
usually play with WASD keys. 

We can assume each input move to be a vector, this way:The 
pointer moves generating a vector with a direction – the 
angle – and a magnitude – the length. 
All vectors also have a horizontal and a vertical component, 
which can be calculated multiplying the magnitude 
respectively by the cosine and the sine of the direction. 

We are placing these values in gameOptions object with the precise 
purpose of being changed from you according to your own idea 
of swipe movement. 
As for the direction, we said we only want to consider horizontal 
or vertical movements, excluding diagonal swipes. 
We need a bit of tolerance because we can't force players to 
swipe with absolute precision as if they were surgeons, so we are 
going to detect direction this way: 

You are probably thinking there's something wrong with it, as 
we are dealing with a point and talking about magnitude which 
refers to vectors. 
We can say sometimes Point objects can be used to represent 
vectors, if you don't consider their x and y values as horizontal 
and vertical coordinates but as horizontal and vertical 
components of a vector. 
Phaser itself as you can see has plenty of Point methods which 
actually refer to 
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